12:30 Registration

13:00 – 14:30 Indoor Opening Session (moderated by Angela Pattison)

Indoor session program
• Welcome on behalf of the University of Sydney by Provost, Prof. Stephen Garton
• Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research – Enterprise and Engagement), Assoc. Professor Eric Knight
• Launch of new University of Sydney faba bean variety, Dr Kedar Adhikari & Eric Knight
• Sydney Institute of Agriculture Director, Prof. Alex McBratney
• Director PBI Narrabri, Prof. Richard Trethowan – presentation encompassing Yield
• Panel discussion: University staff, local agronomist & local farmer
• Launch of new Australian Grain Technologies wheat variety, Dr Meiqin Lu & Hon. Mark Coulton MP

14:30 – 17:00 Outdoor Session – divide into 2 groups according to name tag colour.

**GROUP 1**

AGT bread & durum wheat
Hybrid wheat
Faba bean
Legumes for Sustainable Agriculture
Crown Rot
Weeds research
Longreach PB bread wheat
New technologies/physiology*

**GROUP 2**

New technologies/physiology*
AGT bread & durum wheat
Hybrid wheat
Faba bean
Legumes for Sustainable Agriculture
Crown Rot
Weeds research
Longreach PB bread wheat

Robotics presentation, BBQ & refreshments

*Located near the GRDC glasshouse complex

60 years of University of Sydney research trials based at Narrabri